Reporting Municipality or Utility: Derby
Town where event occurred: Derby
Submitted by: SANTO BARBAGIOVANNI
Phone number: 203-736-1475
Closest street address: Burtville Ave
Weather conditions: Dry
Date and time event started: Wed Nov 15 08:15:00 EST 2017
Date and time event ended:
Location of bypass: Sewer Main
Is bypass public or private: Unknown at this time
Type of bypass: Raw Sewage
Cause of bypass: Unknown
How was event discovered? Call in from passerby
Estimated volume or quantity of bypass: 1,001 - 5,000 gallons
If reported, final volume or quantity: 0
Did bypass reached a waterbody: Yes
Waterbody name: Housatonic River
Comments: Possible force main problem, contractor is being called to repair

Disclaimer – This email is being sent by the DEEP Bypass and Overflow Group (BOG) solely for the convenience of the recipients. It does not relieve any person of any obligations under law. DEEP has not reviewed or verified, and is not responsible for, any information conveyed in this email.